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Neuroticism, extraversion, and openness to experience have been shown to have systematic effects on psychological well-being. The remaining dimensions in the five-factor model of personality-agreeableness and conscientiousness—may also contribute to increased life satisfaction and happiness. Self-reports and spouse ratings on the NEO Personality Inventory, a measure of the five factors, were correlated with three measures of psychological well-being in a sample of 429 adult men and women. Consistent with previous research, neuroticism was negatively, and extraversion was positively, related to well-being. Both agreeableness and conscientiousness were also significant independent predictors. Personality dispositions appear to have temperamental, experiential, and instrumental effects on psychological well-being.

Personality traits and emotions are so intimately tied that it is often difficult to distinguish the items on a mood measure from those on a personality inventory. Yet it has only been in the past decade that systematic links have been made between the structure of emotions and the structure of personality traits. Most of this research has focused on the two dimensions of neuroticism (N) and extraversion (E; e.g., Emmons & Diener, 1985; Watson & Clark, in press) and to a lesser extent on openness to experience (O; e.g., Costa & McCrae, 1984). Two other major dimensions of personality, agreeableness (A) and conscientiousness (C), have not previously been seen as major determinants of well-being, but a role for them was suggested by Freud in his famous dictum about the need for love and work in a satisfying life. This article examines the relations of psychological well-being to all five major dimensions of personality.

The five-factor model of personality was first identified some 30 years ago by Tupes and Cristal (1961) and Norman (1963) in studies of natural language adjectives. Similar factors have been identified in analyses of a variety of personality instruments, in self-reports and ratings, and in English, German, and other languages, and these five—N, E, O, A, and C—are widely regarded as providing a more or less comprehensive taxonomy of personality traits (Digman, 1990; McCrae & Costa, 1987). Because the five-factor model is comprehensive, it provides a basis for a systematic study of personality and affect.

Emotions may be studied as subjective states, facial expressions, or physiological reactions. We are concerned here with what is generally called subjective or psychological well-being. Psychologists such as Watson and Tellegen (1985) who have studied the structure of affects have repeatedly found two broad factors, often interpreted as positive and negative affect. These are akin to the basic psychological phenomena of pleasure and pain. Intuitively, it is reasonable to suggest that well-being is highest when life contains many pleasures and few pains, and in 1969 Bradburn proposed a measure of well-being based on the balance of these two elements. He created scales to measure positive affect and negative affect and subtracted the latter from the former to assess affect balance. This affective conceptualization of well-being differs from others based on a cognitive evaluation of life quality, but research has shown...
that scales measuring morale, happiness, and life satisfaction all correlate substantially with the Affect Balance Scale (Costa & McCrae, 1980).

The study of psychological well-being in the past decade has been full of surprises. Research has shown that positive and negative affect are not the polar opposites that their names suggest but, rather, are relatively independent dimensions (Diener & Emmons, 1984) that both contribute to overall happiness. We now know that objective indicators of the quality of life such as physical health, age, and marital and socioeconomic status have little enduring impact on well-being, because individuals rapidly adapt to their life situation (Brickman, Coates, & Janoff-Bulman, 1978). And although well-being measures ostensibly ask about the individual's evaluation of his or her current situation, such measures show substantial stability across periods of many years (Costa, McCrae, & Zonderman, 1987).

All these findings have led to the conclusion that happiness and the chronic emotional reactions that underlie it are probably best understood as reflections of enduring dispositions. In 1980, Costa and McCrae proposed a model relating positive and negative affect to the personality dimensions of N and E. Specifically, they hypothesized that E leads to positive affect, N leads to negative affect, and both, indirectly, influence overall happiness. This model has since been widely replicated (Emmons & Diener, 1985; Hepburn & Eysenck, 1989; Warr, Barter, & Brownbridge, 1983). The explanation for these findings is probably temperamental: extroverts are simply more cheerful and high-spirited than introverts; individuals high in N are more prone to negative affect than those low in N. If temperament is measured directly by asking people about the frequency and intensity with which they experience positive or negative emotions, the resulting scales invariably load on E and N factors (Costa & McCrae, 1989). Most measures of N are chiefly characterized by items asking about chronic psychological distress (Watson & Clark, 1984). Although E scales are generally composed of items asking about social activity and dominance, scales measuring positive emotions load on the same factor. Watson and Clark (in press) have suggested that the broad dimension we call extraversion should be relabeled as positive emotionality.

A recent study by Larsen and Ketelaar (1989) provides some experimental support for this view: E was correlated with response to a positive mood induction, whereas N was related only to response to a negative mood induction. Individuals high in E and low in N are predisposed to be happy.

Relations between the third dimension of personality, O, and affect are qualitatively different. Open individu-
TABLE 1: Intercorrelations of Well-being Measures, With Means and Standard Deviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Positive affect, 1979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Positive affect, 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Negative affect, 1979</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Negative affect, 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Affect balance, 1979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Affect balance, 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. D-T scale, 1979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. D-T scale, 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Life satisfaction, 1979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Life satisfaction, 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>43.18</td>
<td>43.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Ns = 349 to 419. Except as noted, all correlations are significant at p < .001.

METHOD

Subjects

Participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA; Shock et al., 1984) and their spouses were subjects. Data were obtained from 258 men initially aged 25 to 87 and 171 women initially aged 24 to 81. BLSA participants are generally healthy, well-educated, community-dwelling volunteers.

Measures and Procedure

In 1979 we gave these men and women a set of measures of psychological well-being, including the Bradburn Affect Balance Scales, a single-item assessment of life created by Andrews and Withey (1976) called the Delighted-Terrible (or D-T) Scale, and a Life Satisfaction Index that asked subjects to rate their satisfaction with 14 distinct areas in life, including health, money, neighborhood, and work (Costa & McCrae, 1984). The entire battery was repeated in 1981.

Five years later the NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI; Costa & McCrae, 1985b, 1989), a measure of the five-factor model of personality, was administered. For a subsample, spouse ratings on the observer form of the NEO-PI were also obtained in 1986. Correlations between self-reported and spouse-rated NEO-PI factors range from .53 to .60 (McCrae & Costa, in press-b).

In this design, personality scores are used to "postdict," rather than predict, well-being measures. However, previous research has shown that personality scores can predict well-being over intervals as long as 10 years (Costa & McCrae, 1980), and personality is sufficiently stable in adulthood to suggest that similar results would have been obtained if the personality measures had preceded or been concurrent with the well-being measures (Costa & McCrae, 1985a). In the present sample, the stability of the N, E, and O scales between 1980 and 1986 ranged from .73 to .86 for men and women; 3-year stability coefficients for brief, preliminary forms of the A and C scales were .63 and .79, respectively (Costa & McCrae, 1988).

RESULTS

Table 1 gives means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations among the well-being measures. The data...
show relative independence between positive affect and negative affect and substantial intercorrelation among well-being measures. Consistent with other literature (Costa & McCrae, 1981), the 2-year retest coefficients for the well-being measures are moderately large, suggesting the influence of enduring determinants. Examination of the means on the two occasions shows little change in the average level of well-being over the 2-year interval.

The first two columns of Table 2 clearly replicate previous findings about the relations among N, E, and well-being. N is related to negative affect and (negatively) to the three well-being measures; it shows little relation to positive affect. E is related to positive affect and the three global well-being measures but not to negative affect. The third column also replicates previous findings: Open individuals are somewhat higher in both positive and negative affect but do not differ from closed individuals on overall happiness. Consistent with the assumption that personality is the cause rather than the effect of well-being, the magnitude of these postdictive correlations is quite similar to that found in predictive studies (Costa & McCrae, 1980, 1984).

The fourth and fifth columns of Table 2 give correlations between the A and C factors and well-being measures. These two personality dimensions show the same pattern: They are positively related to positive affect, negatively related to negative affect, and positively related to total well-being. C appears to be the stronger predictor in these data.

To assess the independent contributions of A and C to the prediction of well-being, multiple regressions were performed, predicting each of the global well-being measures from the N, E, and O factors and then from all five factors. N, E, and O alone explained 11% to 18% of the variance in well-being scales; when A and C were added, the proportions increased to 19% to 25%, and both A and C were individually significant in all six regressions. A and C clearly add new information to the prediction of well-being.

Additional regressions were performed to assess the contribution of personality interaction effects. Ten interaction terms were created by multiplying pairs of personality factors (N X E, N X O, etc.). These terms were added in 10 stepwise multiple regressions after entering the five main effects. Only 10 of the 100 possible effects were significant at the .05 level, and none of these were replicated across both occasions for the same criterion variable. It thus appears that the five major dimensions of personality have independent influences on well-being.

It might be argued that the correlations in Table 2 are artifactual, attributable to shared method variance in self-reported personality scales and self-reported well-being. Previous research has shown that the association between personality and well-being is probably not due to a shared social desirability bias, at least in normal, volunteer samples (McCrae, 1986). However, the present data provide another opportunity to test this hypothesis through the use of spouse ratings of personality, which are unlikely to have the same response biases as self-reports of well-being. Because these correlations were viewed as replications, one-tailed tests were used to evaluate the significance of the correlations.

As Table 3 shows, spouse ratings of personality generally replicate the pattern of relations found in Table 2. The most notable exception is the general failure of spouse-rated E to predict global well-being (significant in only one of six cases). Spouse-rated N is a strong predictor of well-being, and spouse-rated A appears to be even stronger than self-reported A as a predictor of self-reported well-being. Correlations with O and C are weaker, but given the difference in observers and the
much smaller sample size, the similarities are more striking than the differences. In particular, these data make it clear that the associations between personality and affect are not method artifacts.

**DISCUSSION**

Different dimensions of personality clearly have qualitatively different patterns of association with measures of affect: N leads to more negative affect and less well-being; E leads to more positive affect and more well-being; O leads to more of both positive and negative affect, with no net effect on well-being; and both A and C lead to more positive and less negative affect and thus higher levels of well-being. At the present there is much more evidence for the role of N and E in well-being than for A and C, but there are both theoretical and empirical grounds for the inclusion of measures of all five factors of personality in studies on personality and emotion.

Perhaps the most interesting questions concern the interpretation of the findings relating A and C to well-being. The correlational results presented here are consistent with the view that A and C exert an instrumental influence on well-being, but more specific causal tests are needed to sustain this hypothesis. Larsen and Ketelaar’s (1989) mood induction procedures could be used as one paradigm for exploring this question: If the relations are instrumental—that is, occur because of the life situations that agreeable and conscientious people create for themselves—these two dimensions should not be related to responses to mood inductions that are imposed on them by experimental manipulation.

The instrumental hypothesis suggests that loving and hard-working people have more positive experiences and fewer negative experiences because these traits foster social and achievement-related successes; their traits contribute to a life with more daily uplifts and fewer daily hassles (Kanner, Coyne, Schaefer, & Lazarus, 1981). A more direct test of this causal hypothesis would include the measurement of interpersonal interactions and task completions that might act as intervening variables between A and C and well-being.

Note that this hypothesis is essentially interactive: Well-being will be increased only if individuals have both the appropriate personality dispositions and the opportunity for their expression. Most individuals can select environments compatible with their personality dispositions (Buss, 1987), but individuals with limited control, such as nursing home residents, may benefit from interventions designed to encourage nurturant feelings and personal achievements. Pet visitations may increase well-being (e.g., Wallace & Nadermann, 1987), but probably only for agreeable people. Involuntary retirement may reduce well-being, but only for conscientious people who cannot find other outlets for their needs for achievement.

Health, wealth, and privilege contribute little to life satisfaction, because individuals quickly adapt to these conditions. It appears, however, that individuals do not adapt to the satisfactions of love and work. For those individuals who particularly value them, providing opportunities for the expression of agreeableness and conscientiousness may be the best way to increase well-being.

**NOTES**

1. Headey and Wearing (1989) recently showed that life events have an impact on subjective well-being at least within a 2-year period. Thus, the processes of adaptation appear to require an appreciable amount of time, and relatively recent changes in status may affect well-being.

2. Another kind of interaction would suggest that it is the fit of personality with environment that increases well-being (see Diener, 1984). For example, low A might contribute to higher well-being during military operations, and low C might lead to greater well-being under conditions of enforced idleness. However, the positive correlations of these variables with well-being in the present sample suggests that such environmental interactions, if they occur, are relatively rare in community-dwelling individuals.
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